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Procese de modelare pe tehnostructuri de tip haldã. Omul, prin activitãþile miniere, genereazã tehnostructuri a
cãror dinamicã este influenþatã de intensitatea ºi modul de exploatare a resurselor minerale. Modelarea geomorfologicã localã este modificatã direct sau ºi direct, ºi indirect de cãtre factorul uman. Are loc accelerarea proceselor
dinamice cu realizarea tranziþiei ireversibile spre un peisaj nou, antropic, al cãrui management este esenþial pentru dezvoltarea unei societãþi moderne.
Predicþia posibilelor traiectorii ale schimbãrilor peisagistice ºi realizarea unor modele de amenajare post-extractive vor cãpãta o importanþã însemnatã în viitor. Problema gestionãrii dezechilibrelor morfodinamice apãrute în
cadrul tehnostructurilor de tip haldã reprezintã o provocare a societãþii contemporane.
Studiul nostru urmãreºte reliefarea dinamicii geomorfologice din cadrul tehnostructurilor de tip haldã în vederea
înþelegerii exacte a rolului pe care îl joacã omul în desfãºurarea proceselor geomorfologice contemporane.

The human impact caused
through the spoil heap techno-structures

The last 60 years have been characterized by a
pronounced increase of the mining industry,
both at the surface and in the underground.
The morphologic result of such brutal human
actions is represented by a series of technostructures, which, if compared to the natural
processes, have different geomorphic intensities and speed (Anghel and Balazsi, 2005).
Humans create an original hierarchy of landscape modeling dynamics, through a selective
pattern of actions. Anthropic rearrangement of
ground layers and artificial redistribution of
the contained materials leads to a very unrealistic geomorphologic landscape with little
chance for a durable functionality.
Mine exploitation generates an important
quantity of residues. Because they don’t have
any practical use, these are stored in artificial
accumulative heap techno-structures.
Through their construction, man causes
direct, indirect and esthetic impact upon the
environmental components.
The direct impact on the soil component
refers to the destruction of texture, structure
and fertility, not to mention the inappropriate
use of the productive land (Table 1).
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The indirect changes manifest through the
occurence of bittern or acid soils, or even of
soils containing different solutions. Storing
the excavated soil in micro heaps, with the
purpose of conserving it, leads to its degradation, through erosive processes.
Spoil heap techno-structures have indirect
effects on the hydrogeology: favored by the
infiltration of rainwater, these modify the subterranean circulation, affect the accumulative
structures, change profoundly the chemical
composition, etc.).
The direct impact on the hydrographic network translates into the network’s disorganization, water damming, underground and surface channeling, water flow change, water
quality depreciation, etc. (example: pollutant
content in the Motru river basin, Table. 2).
Through the rearranging and the spatial
redistribution of rocks, the lithology and the
geologic structure of the region is substantially modified. Because of these changes, the
surface lithology is completely modified, and
the structure is profoundly scarred by the
human influence. This artificial structural
hierarchy of the spoil heaps is deficient and
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Mining basin

Exploitation area (ha)

Residue area (ha)

Building area (ha)

Other occupied areas (ha)

Valea Jiului

15569

277

192

79

Motru

3658

747

130

2881

Jilt

1632

627

87

918

Rovinari

7852

1029

450

6373

Vâlcea

1355

411

83

861

Ploiesti

1126

314

115

697

Table 1. Areas occupied by mining exploitations in Romania(Source: Fodor (1996), modified)
Nr. ert.

Content of the used waters

Maximal and minimal allowed
values (mg/dm3)

Pollutant content of the water
(mg/dm3)

1

Suspensions

10-50

0.4-416.4

2

Solid residue

750-1200

2.1-1259

3

Sulfates

200-400

0-692

4

Carbon dioxide

13.2-20

0-363

5

Bicarbonates

-

158-518.5

6

Ammoniac

0.3

0.01-8

7

Nitrates

3

0.02-3.4

Table 2. The concentrations of the pollution elements in the water of Motru basin (Source: Tomescu et al. (2001))

leads to a reduction of their resistance to the
modeling agents, which causes an acceleration of the present day morphogenetic
processes. The morphologic impact is direct,
and the result of these processes is landscape
reversion: the low lands – fields, valleys and
depressions are transformed in man-made hills.
Human intervention leads to an indirect
acceleration of the present day geomorphologic processes, with immediate impact on
morphology. Due to the lack of vegetation,
soil friability and maladjusted slopes, the
anthropogene process’ dynamics intensifies.
Areolar and linear erosion generate a micromorphology, similar to gutters, gaps and
rarely torrents. Mass movement processes are
very active too on spoil heap techno-structures, being widely represented spectrum:
landslides, subsidence, false slow slides,
crumbling, capsizing, mudslide etc.
The impact on the atmosphere is direct,
through the artificial change of its composition. Especially in the dry season, ground particles are mobilized as dust (suspended or
sediment), by wind, running belts, transporta-

tion vehicles etc. Self-ignition of the spoil
heaps: transportation vehicles exhaust gases,
gas emissions resulted from the reactions that
take place in the spoil heaps etc., determine a
change in the chemical composition of the
atmosphere.
The esthetic (visual) impact is the most difficult to integrate in the human society, especially because it lacks normal, natural relations with the surrounding environment. The
spoil heap accumulative structures are come
with desolating landscapes and need an integrated management of the geomorphologic
landscape, based on environment feasibility
studies and an industrial design that satisfies
the needs of the present day society.
The impact on human communities is both
direct – the necessity to relocate houses and
industrial buildings, due to the threat of spoil
heap slides and to the reduction of agricultural and forest activity – and indirect – affecting
the general health and behavior of humans
living nearby.
The change of the natural environment due
to mine exploitations determines environ-
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Fig. 1. Accumulated macroform types ( Dávid, Karancsi, 1999.)

mental problems thus causing a local environmental unbalance. Among the actions taken to
reduce the impact caused by the construction
of spoil heaps, we mention the strict enforcement of construction rules, the correct choice
of the storage sites, working to stabilize the
soil and reduce the areas that are occupied,
the reduction of the stored residues, permanent monitoring, reintroduction of the spoil
heaps in the economical circuit.
Man, active morphogenetic agent

Essential modeling force of the earth crust,
the human society generates both isolated
and clustered forms of the landscape, forms
that have their own physiognomies and
dynamics. The creation of structures as
result of technical activities has generated
profoundly unnatural landscapes, realizing
great changes at the geomorphologic level of
the earth crust (Mac, 2003).
The process’ dynamics obeys natural,
objective laws, but is accelerated by the
human intervention. Human can be considered the most active modeling agent of the
earth crust, the results of their actions being
noticeable on a historical time scale. The
human factor has earned the attribute of main
present day modeling agent both through the
speed it manifests, at and the extent in space it
manifests on.

Most man-made structures lead to a fragile
environment, but man can also act as a stabilizing factor, through the amelioration activities that he carries (river arrangements, aqua
territorial damns, landslides stabilization, torrent stopping, and reintroduction of used land
into the economic circuit).
The spoil heaps are the result of the
anthropic morphogenetic actions and is one
of the most spectacular man-made accumulative forms, in terms of size and dimension of
the geomorphologic process.
Man interferes on the environment in three
ways: erosion, transport and accumulation;
his actions differ essentially from those of the
natural agents through speed of action, its
intensity, and the process hierarchy especially
(way of action). These man-made structures
do not follow the logics of natural processes,
but act upon a hierarchy of their own, generating conflicts among the components of the
environmental system. We consider that this
way of action requires special attention.
The spoil heap type morphology

Spoil heaps are outdoor accumulative forms
resulting from open pit mining or underground mining, more precisely from the
deposit of the resulting residual materials
(heterogeneous rock mix). Their construction
is done according to regulating laws extracted
from exploitation monographs.
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Our study does not intend to focus on the
construction requirements, but we have to
mention that the degree these requirements
are obeyed to influences the rehabilitating
process and the reduction of the present day
geomorphic processes.
The spoil heaps hierarchy is realized by taking into consideration certain criteria. The
most common criteria are: spoil heaps dimensions, their location in the region, their position in the basin, the type of materials they are
comprised of, their geometry etc.
The dimension is a very important control
variable. It offers us information regarding
the variety of geomorphic processes that take
place on the techno-structure. It was observed
that the process variety increases with the size
of the techno-structures. The spoil heaps have
therefore been divided into three categories,
or three type classes, by Brînduº et al. (1998):
- big spoil heaps, over 25.000 cubic meters,
on which all present day geomorphic processes manifest (both structural dynamics and
hydro-denudation processes);
- medium size spoil heaps, between 10.000
and 25.000 cubic meters; on which surface
washing, torrent formation, gully formation,
superficial land slides, crumbling, creep, slow
slides, sufosions, and even cave-ins manifest;
- small spoil heaps, under 10.000 cubic
meters, almost completely stabilized, small
vegetation or trees; here only surface erosions
with the use of, creep, and rarely crumbling
manifest.
The spoil heaps can form accumulative
complexes or they can be isolated, with their
morphology varying from overlapped cone
bodies to circular pyramids.
According to the morphology they receive
during construction, spoil heaps can have one
or more steps. Keeping the spoil heap technostructures stabile requires construction standards and maintenance (visual control, measuring, amelioration and hydro-technical
fitting out of the heaps).
According to the morphology they lay on,
spoil heaps divide into meadow and low land
heaps (among the most stable), dry valley

heaps, slope heaps, depression located heaps
and reception basin heaps.
The location of the heaps in the exploited
area differentiates two accumulative types:
interior heaps (located in the previously
exploited area, characterized by one step of
deposit, economical and easy to build) and
exterior heaps (common in ores with a thick
cover, in very inclined layers of ore or in
deposits situated on extremely inclined
slopes).
According to the material they contain, the
spoil heaps can be: heaps made of friable
materials (clay, sands, cover soil etc.), heaps
made of tough materials (resulting from rock
and metal exploitations), and chaotic heaps
(soft and tough rocks in a heterogeneous mixture).
According to the material’s granulometry,
there are: smooth granulometry heaps (especially in carbon exploitation areas), brutish
granulometry heaps (in rock and mineral
exploitation areas) and heterogeneous granulometry heaps (in rock and metal exploitation
areas).
Specific geomorphologic processes
on the spoil heap tehnostructures

Anthropic modeling of the crust breaks the
natural balance enabling the installation of an
accelerated dynamic, reaching the end faster
compared to the natural conditions. The
unleashed human processes develop through
self propagation, meaning that the linear
ones sustain the areal ones and vice versa
(Mac, 2003).
The human factor intervenes directly in the
development of the morphogenetic processes
through the creation of man-made forms,
blocking of rivers, arrangement of the hydrographic network, creation of new base levels
etc. Man affects the development and the natural evolution of most of the environment’s
components.
By overloading the terrain it lays on, a
change in the geologic intimacy takes place
(previous existing structures subside, neighboring areas will manifest curved soil lifts,
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the hydrologic and geologic dynamics will be
modified, and also the surface lithology).
The creation of spoil heap structures determines a change in the local climate (higher
albedo, the wind encounters the new manmade obstacle, local micro-currents are generated, a false desertification appears, due to
the lack of aquifer layers etc). The microclimatic changes have direct repercussions in
the geomorphologic processes of the spoil
heaps (acceleration of wind erosion, enlargement of the areas suffering from rain induced
denudation, increase of landslide frequency,
crumbling and mudslides frequency etc.).
By giving the extracted soil mobility, man
accelerates its degradation (texture modification, texture destruction, lowering of fertility,
even composition change — e.g. salting etc.).
On the other hand, the sedimentation of conserved soil on the finalized spoil heaps, improving amendaments, adding components for the
increase of the soil pH, are just some of the
actions that generate equilibrium in the environmental system. Although already exposed in
our study, the human dynamics in generating
techno-structures is most spectacular.
A quick analysis of the phenomenon reveals
the incredible force of the human modeling
agent. To better acknowledge the power of the
human intervention we can grossly differentiate between the necessary time to generate a
glacis and the time it takes to generate a similar sized spoil heap.
Human intervention can be quantified
through the changes it provokes to the natural
environment. The disorganization of the
hydrographic network, the profound aggression on the biotic domain, the acceleration of
present day geomorphologic processes and
the soil, and air pollution are evident.
The main characteristics of the spoil heap
accumulative structures are: poor residue
aggregation, chaotic structuring of the rocks,
lack of material cohesion concerned, varied
granule dimension, lack of functional systematization, lithological diversity, high friability etc. All these characterize the manmade accumulative structures and generate a
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high risk to the present day geomorphic
modeling.
The spoil heaps are accumulative technostructures of large dimensions and undergo,
accordingly, a very wide process spectrum.
The dynamic potential of the structures morphology is high especially when construction
rules are not obeyed. The most unstable are
the exterior spoil heaps, those deposited in the
origin basins or on the hill sides.
Although neglected in literature, the physical and chemical degradation of the rocks
through natural mechanisms (weathering) is
strongly accelerated by mining exploitations.
The human factor determines a strong disintegration of the rocks; they are broken down to
small-size pieces that will be exposed to the
chemical action of the degrading reagents.
Weathering is directly triggered by the
human factor through the excavation of rock
deposits that would have naturally encountered the degrading factors (weathering factors) only in thousands or even hundred of
thousands of years. Indirect human actions
lead to the change of the chemical composition of rain water, which gets enriched with
chemically active compounds, resulted from
the activity of various installations or factories situated in the vicinity of the spoil heaps.
Also, through infiltration, the weathering
water is enriched with active substances present in the rock layers of the spoil heaps,
attacking the structures from the base. We
also mention the fact that the frosting-defrosting action is more efficient on these structure,
the temperature variations that the rocks are
subjected to normaly being highly increased.
The geological erosion from the spaces
occupied by the spoil heap techno-structures
is transformed in human induced erosion,
characterized by a superior intensity and
speed. The erosive process begins with the
rain action, the spoil heaps are especially vulnerable to this type of erosion, due to their
disaggregated structure, and to the lack of
cohesion of the materials they comprise.
Erosion begins when raindrops displace soil
particles. Raindrops may gather into sheets of
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water and flow over the surface (overland
flow) to causing sheet erosion. Topography
then chanels water to producing rill and gully
erosion. When the water from rills and gullies
gathers, larger erosive streams and channels
form. A single raindrop may move a splashed
particle 60 cm vertically and 150 cm horizontally. The speed of a raindrop is more than ten
times higher than the typical surface runoff
velocities, which means that soil particles are
more likely to be dislodged by raindrop
impact than by surface runoff. Once the particles are mobilized, however, much less energy is required to keep them suspended or
moving.
Thus, on the inferior area of the heap the
poorly cohesive particles are hit by raindrops
and mobilized to the lower part. The increase
of the rain intensity causes the debut of the
areolar erosion, creating a thin thread of water
and suspended materials, that gets thicker and
thicker in its movement towards the embankment. Here, the water accumulates, and gives
birth to in-depth erosion. Small torrents are
formed and they act on the morphology forming gutters. When the next intense rain comes,
the gutter aspect can change to form a gap.
Continuance towards the base of the spoil
heap consecrates the gap type morphology.
Depending on the climate and the construction standards on some spoil heaps, bigger
torrents appear, generating canyon type morphology. In the case of the spoil heaps built in
lower lands, rain formed water flows can
reach the man-made accumulative deposit
through lateral erosion, generating a new factor that produces instability in the accumulative system.
The spoil heaps influence indirectly the
water flows, the eroded protosoil from their
surface reaching the water flows and sensitively increasing the quantity of suspended
particles. Consequently, these areas are confronted with strong degradation of the rivers
doubled by a lowering erosive capacity and
an increase of their deposits.
The accelerated erosion from within the
spoil heaps precedes the massive movements

of material, sometimes triggering them.
These material movements can widely vary in
category and dimensions; the most frequent
are land slides. These create the most obvious
morphology as far as dimensions and impact
are concerned.
Superficial land slides are caused by: insufficient compacting of the spoil heaps, the
sharpness of the slopes angle, excessive
humidity in rock layers, the frosting-defrosting process, the vibrations generated by the
functioning machines, overloading etc.
The in-depth slides are less frequent, and
are triggered by: insufficient compacting,
inadequate slope angle adapted the soil and
climate conditions, the alternation of rock
layers susceptible to trigger slides, overloading, vibrations generated by the machines
used on the construction site, advanced erosive processes, excessive rain etc.
Slides on the spoil heap’s main body have
the most disastrous effects, they can affect
cities located downstream. They are triggered
by the movement of the support rocks, sometime amplified by other favoring events, such
as: underground springs, explosions in neighboring areas, intense rainfall etc.
Layered slides appear on unstable soil, characterized by a layering oriented towards the
downstream areas, or by the existence of underground water at the base of the spoil heap.
In literature the slide had more than one
sliding surface are mentioned. This kind of
process is generated by the human neighboring activities, but also by the subsidence
processes within the spoil heap. When the
spoil heap’s hearth is made of a soft clay
layer and a thin layer of sand, there are
favorable conditions for slides to happen
(Fodor, 1995).
On the old well compacted spoil heaps, land
slides are replaced by creep processes, or
pseudo-solifluxions.
The land slide dynamics in the spoil heaps
deposit area is more active in terms of speed
and the intensity. In our opinion there are also
differences of the mechanisms involved,
compared to the natural structures. Generally
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there are fewer development stages and they
finalize in a much shorter time period.
Mud flows are also described in literature as
plastic slides or spoil heap body enlargements. They are frequent in structures made
of dusty incompact clays, especially under
favoring conditions such as abundant rainfall,
and slope angles sharper than 5 degrees.
When the precipitations persist, mud flow can
turn into dangerous mud torrents with high
flow speeds, a serious threat to communities
and industrial structures downstream.
Pseudo-solifluction appears generally in the
spring, with the defrosting process of the
spoil heaps interior.
Rock falls are frequent on the incompact
slopes, especially on the active spoil heaps.
Temporary accumulative cones of small morphologic importance get created. Solid material slides on self created paths when the spoil
heaps are not consolidated, having as morphologic result two types of structures: flow
beds and spreading cones. Structure cave-ins
often happen on abrupt spoil heaps, on surfaces characterized by torrent formation or in
lateral erosion sites caused by neighboring
water flows.
Compaction is present even from the construction stage of the spoil heaps. It can be
man induced (stabilizing compaction on the
spoil heaps, done for soil stabilization) or natural compaction (support soil compaction,
natural compaction of the accumulative structures, compaction resulted from the contraction and expansion caused by water).
The previous notions: natural compaction,
man induced compaction and compaction of
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the support field are introduced by us, the literature using expressions such as abnormal
compaction, subsidence etc., that are, in our
opinion, inadequate.
The isostatic compensations manifest
through the lift of the areas surrounding the
spoil heap, as a consequence of the spoil
heap’s compaction or that of the supporting
field.
The increase in light of the soil around the
spoil heap, is induced by the clay’s proprieties, such as volume varation, and also by the
presence of water inside the spoil heap. This
level increase can be caused by the rain
induced humidity (following a compacting
period), by the frosting-defrosting processes
(ice lenses get formed inside the spoil heap),
or by the underground water.
The underground erosion (sufosion) appears
on the spoil heap techno-structures due to the
lack of draining, incompact material or deficient compacting: all these determine a high
permeability, allowing rain water to infiltrate.
The morphologic manifestations of this
process are: sufosion depressions (that can
store water, generating lakes or swamps),
sufosion funnels and rarely sufosion valleys.
On the morphology specific for the sufosion
process, lakes can appear or even regular
water flows. Stabilizing the process is very
difficult, they areusually left to naturally dry
out.
The volumetric and mechanic actions (Mac,
2003) are triggered by extreme drying of the
soil in the exploited region; this leads to structural problems and curbing of both the topographic surface and the spoil heap.
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